Nonlinear transient heat transfer analysis using two integration methods with different distribution of integration points in the domain in a meshless formulation
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ABSTRACT

In this article, the transient heat transfer problem with both convection and radiation boundary conditions is studied. The meshless radial point interpolation method is implemented in this numerical study. Also, two integration methods, the Cartesian transformation method and the Gaussian quadrature method which uses background cells, are employed for computation of the domain integral. First a homogenous medium with both convection and radiation boundary conditions is considered. The temperature distribution obtained by the proposed meshless method, is compared with the analytical solution for a heat transfer problem and excellent agreement is observed. Then, a number of example problems in a layered composite and a functionally graded sample with both convection and radiation boundary conditions are solved and the temperature results are compared with those of ABAQUS software. Through the numerical examples it is observed that using the Cartesian transformation method in comparison with the background cell method in convection boundary conditions reduces the error to half and in radiation boundary conditions reduces the error to one-quarter. This numerical method is a meshless method which does not require any background mesh. Moreover, the amount of error using the background cell method in problems with radiation boundary conditions is more than those with convection boundary conditions. This shows the advantage of using Cartesian transformation method in problems with radiation boundary condition which have a higher degree of nonlinearity, due to the temperature dependent boundary conditions.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, new materials like layered composites and functionally graded materials (FGMs) have many applications because of their commercial and environmental advantages [1]. Because of a gradual change of microstructure in FGMs, their macroscopic properties such as thermal conductivity and specific heat, change gradually. Therefore, FGMs are very good candidates for high temperature applications like thermal barrier coatings (TBCs), combustion chambers, etc. [2, 3]. Consequently, study of numerical methods which can evaluate their thermal behavior is valuable.

Since FGMs are non-homogenous, many analytical solutions are not applicable to them [4]. Solving the transient heat transfer problem in FGMs needs a powerful numerical method. Also, in temperatures higher than 600 degrees Celsius, radiation should be considered. However, transient heat conduction with radiation has not been the subject of many studies [5]. Therefore, study of transient heat conduction problems with radiation boundary conditions (BCs) is valuable.

In this study, the meshless radial point interpolation method (RPIM) is adopted for numerical analyses. This method was first introduced by Wang and Liu [6, 7]. The RPIM is based on the local weak formulation; consequently it should be combined with an integration method for computation of the domain integrals. In this study, application of traditional method of the Gaussian quadrature (GQ) by the use of background cells is compared with application of the Cartesian transformation method (CTM) [8] in RPIM formulation. Using the CTM for calculation of the domain integrals results in a truly-meshless radial point interpolation method (t-RPIM) [4, 9] which does not require any background mesh.

Firstly, the transient temperature responses in a homogenous domain with both convection and radiation BCs obtained by the t-RPIM are validated by analytical temperature responses of the same problem. Then, a layered composite and a functionally graded (FG) sample made of Al2O3 and ZrO2 powders are considered. The transient temperature responses in these samples with both convection and radiation BCs using both the GQ method and the CTM in RPIM formulation are calculated and the results are compared to those obtained from ABAQUS software, and an excellent agreement is observed.

2. Methodology

The transient heat transfer problem in a non-homogenous and isotropic medium with temperature dependent thermal properties is considered. The governing differential equation without internal heat sources in the domain can be written as:

\[ \nabla .(k(x,T)\nabla T) = \rho c \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + q_{\text{rad}} - \sigma \varepsilon (T^4 - T_{\text{amb}}^4) \]

in which \( \rho(x) \) is the density, \( k(x,T) \) is the thermal conductivity and \( c(x,T) \) is the specific heat. The corresponding transient heat transfer problem with convection and radiation BCs (Fig. 1) is considered. In Fig. 1, \( h_c \) is the convection heat transfer coefficient, \( T_e \) is the ambient temperature, \( \sigma \) is Stefan-Boltzmann constant and \( \varepsilon \) is the absorptivity coefficient of the surface, which is between 0 and 1.

![Fig. 1. Different boundary conditions in the domain problem.](image)

By calculation of the RPIM shape functions for the transient heat transfer problem, and substituting them in the weak form of Eq.(1), the following system of equations is obtained in which \( T \) is the temperature vector and \( F(t,T) \) is the thermal load vector, both with the dimension of \( N \times 1 \). \([M]\) is mass matrix and \([K(T)]\) is the thermal stiffness matrix, both with the dimension of \( N \times N \), where \( N \) is the total number of meshless nodes in the domain [8].

\[ [M][\dot{T}] + [K(T)]T = F(t,T) \]  

Eq. (2) is solved in the time domain using the Crank-Nicolson scheme [10]. Mass, stiffness and load matrices are in the form of domain and boundary integrals as follows, where \( \phi \) is the shape function of node \( i \).

\[ M_{ii} = \int_\Omega \rho(x,T) \phi_i(x) \phi_i(x) d\Omega \]  

\[ K_{ij} = \int_\Omega \left[ K(x,T) \left( \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial x} \frac{\partial \phi_j}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial y} \frac{\partial \phi_j}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial \phi_i}{\partial z} \frac{\partial \phi_j}{\partial z} \right) + h_{ij} \phi_i \phi_j \right] d\Omega \]  

\[ q = \int_\Gamma h_{ij} \phi_i \phi_j d\Gamma, \]
\[ F_c = - \int_{r_i}^r q \phi d\Gamma_r + \int_{r_i}^r h_T \phi \theta d\Gamma_r + \int_{r_i}^r h_r \phi r d\Gamma_r, \]

\[ h_r = c \pi [(T + T_s)(T^2 + T_s^2)] \]

\( h_r \) in Eqs. (4) to (6) is the effective radiation heat transfer coefficient [11] which is a non-linear function of temperature. In the t-RPIM, the domain integrals in Eqs. (3) and (4) are calculated using the CTM. In traditional RPIM, these integrals are calculated using the GQ. In this work, the analyses are performed using both of these integration methods in the RPIM and the obtained results are compared.

3. Results and discussion

A transient heat transfer problem in a homogenous domain with both convection and radiation BCs is considered. The analytical temperature response in this problem calculated using the Fourier expansion [12] has an excellent agreement with the calculated t-RPIM temperature responses which verifies the validity of the t-RPIM.

Also, a similar problem is studied in a layered composite and an FG sample. The obtained temperature responses are compared with those obtained from ABAQUS software and good agreement between them is observed. Moreover, these problems are solved using the RPIM combined with the GQ method for domain integrals calculation and the calculated temperature responses are compared with those obtained using the t-RPIM and ABAQUS. It is observed that, the calculated temperatures using the t-RPIM have better agreement with those calculated using the GQ which shows the better ability of the t-RPIM in dealing with transient heat transfer problems. Comparison of these temperature depth profiles for the layered sample along a horizontal path with all the boundaries subjected to convection heat transfer is shown in Fig. 2, as an example.

4. Conclusion

The t-RPIM is capable of solving the transient heat transfer problem both in homogenous and non-homogenous media with convection and radiation BCs. In the radiation BC, the problem has a higher degree of nonlinearity, due to temperature dependent BCs. However, the t-RPIM can calculate temperature responses with less than 2% difference in comparison with analytical (homogenous) and ABAQUS results.

Moreover, comparison of the temperature responses obtained using the CTM and the GQ method with those obtained by ABAQUS shows that by using the CTM in the meshless solution, the error reduces to half and one quarter in convection and radiation BCs, respectively. It should be mentioned that, the number of integration points used in the CTM is less than those in the GQ method. Therefore, this improvement in the accuracy of the calculated temperature responses is obtained without using more integration points. This is a positive point for the CTM since it requires a smaller number of integration points and therefore reduces the computational time.
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